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A METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE CAMBER AND TWIST’ Ol? A SURFACE TO SUPPORT’ A
GIVEN DISTRIBUTION OF LIFT, WITH APPLICATIONS TO ‘IYIE LOAD OVER

A SWXPTJ3AC!KWING

By DORIS COHEW

SU31MARY

.4 graphical method is deacribedjor~nding the shape (camber
and twist) oj an airfoil baring an arbitrary disfribufion of hjt
The mefhod consists in replacing the lzj?ing surjace and ifs wake
with an equivalent arrangement oj cortices and in $nding fhe
associated wrtical relocitiies. By a.dirision oj the rorfez pa ffern
info circular sfrz.ps concentric about the doumwsh- point instead
of info the usual reetangula r strips, the lifling .surjace i~ reduced
jor each doumwash point to an equivalent loaded line. for which
the induced relocify is readily computed. The ratio oj fhe wr-
tical relocity to the ~.fream relocity i~ the slope of fhe wrface in
the jree-ttream direction.

In order fo iilws+rafe the application oj the method, the shape
of the wing consistent with the pressure distribution giwn by the
hco-dirnensional theories has been found $x- fhree wings: an
elliptical uing of aspect ratio 6 with 30° syeepback is treated in
some detail;$nal rewdfs are pre.wnfed for two unswept elliptical
u<ngs oj a~peet ratios 6 and 3, respecfirely, to show fhe degree of
a.pprorimation in~olred in fhe use of fhe tzco-dimensional fheories
-for three-dirnensio nal$ow. It is concluded that fhe two-dim en-
.s-ional fhwries are adequafe orer most oj the span of a straight
wing but fhat fhe more exact treafrrwat is necessary in. the tip
region~ or ij the wing is swept.

.4pplicafion ojfhe method to solre fhe raw-se problern-$nding
the l~?. distribution orer a giren surjace—is also Wusfrafed.
The load orer an uncarnbered, unhmkted, elliptical wing with 30°
sweepback has been calculated by .wcces.site corrections oj fhe
assumed cortex distribution. T%e Tesult indicates a .f&percent
loss in tofal lifi due to the in froducfion of sweepbacl with the
greatesi loss faking place at fhe center oj the span.

INTRODUCTION

Because of the effect that the presstqe gradients over the
surface of a wing have on the drag, it -would be of consider-
able ad~antage to be able to specify the camber and the
twist of a wing that. would produce a desired distribution of
lift. Present methods of airfoil desi=gt depend on two-
&mensioriaI-florr theories, which treat the spanwise and
chord-wise components of the flow independently. AIthough
a theoretical treatment- of three-dimensional flow is given by
PrancM (reference 1) and calculations have been made for
special cases (references 2 and 3), no practicaI procedure for
the arbitrary lifting surface is indicated.

In the present. paper, a method is described -whereby the
camber and the twist of a surface of arbitrary plan form may

be determined so as to support a specified distribution of
lift. For this method, the Iifting surface and its wake me
replaced by a distribution of rortices in a plane. The verti-
cal veIocity induced at. any point on the surface by the ~ortex
system defines the sIope of the surface at. that. point. Thus,
the problem becomes the determination of the induced veloci-
ties. A method is presented for determining these velocities
which, by empIoying chiefly graphical means, eliminates the
difEcult integrations that have limited previous work.

The substitution of a plane vortex sheet for the lifting sur-
face is anaIogous to the standard procedure of the two-
dimensional thin-wing-section theory (see, for e..ample,
reference 4, p. 87), in which the flow about a thin, cambered
section is approximated by an arrangement of vortices along
the chord line. Inasmuch as the induced riormal velocities
are assumed to be substantially the same a.t the chord line
and at. the airfoil, the ratio of these velocities to the free-
stream velocity gives the slope of the camber line. In three-
dimensional flow a reference plane is assumed, so situated
that the airfoil may be considered to be a slight detiation
from it. LTpon this plane the pIan form and the pressure

distribution of the surface are projected. As in two-
dimensiona~ treatments, the slope is calculated in the free-
stream direct ion.

The substitution of a vortex sheet. for a lifting surface is
discussed at some length by Ton K6rm6n (reference 5, p. 15).
In the application of the method, however, the vortices are
generally assumecl to have a rectilinear distribution. Even
with this limitation, the evaluation of the integraIs invoIved
in finding the inducecl velocities presents considerable ditli-
culty. (See ch. N’, sec. 15, of reference 5, where the formulas
are developed for a rectangular wing.) The integration is
grea.tIy simphfled by the introduction of polar coordinates
so chosen that the elements of integration are c@.dar strips
concentric about the point at which the dow-nwash is to be
found. Application of this method is not restricted to any
particular arrangement of vortices or to any specific form
of the surface.

Although the procedure described is for the determination
of the surface that will fit a required pressure distribution,
it may aIso be adapted to effect the re~erse analysis, that is,
to find the pressure distribution over an arbitrary surface.
Such an application of the method is made to find the pres-
sure distribution over a fiat. wing of elliptical pIan form
swept back 30° at the 50-percent-chorcl line.
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DETERMINATION OF THE VORTEX PATTERN FROM THE
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION

The vortex pattern is ol.)tainecl by integrating the chord-
wise pressure distribution back from the leading edge at
several stations along the span. The circulation or vortex
strength I’ will be shown to be proportional to this integral;
the lines connecting the points where the values of the inte-
gral are equal therefore define the vortex lines.

In figure 1, a distribution of lift is arbitrarily specified for
% tapered wing in straight flight. The corresponding vortex
lines are drawn on the plan form of the wing and in the wake
in figure 2 to show a typical vortex pattern.

‘-i

E)GVRE1,—.4n~~bitrwydistribution of Ii[t ossumed for a tapered wing in straight flight,
from which the vortex lines of figure 2 we!’ederived.

FIGURE2.—Contour WCSof circulation function, or vortex pattern, obtained by integwting
the pressure distribution of figure I.

The demonstration of the reIation between the pressure
distribution ancl the vortex pattern is given in the following
paragraphs.

In the replacement of a lifting surface by a vortex sheet,
the assumption is made that the pressure increments due
to the presence of the airfoil in the stream are equal and op-
posite on the upper and lower surface5,_as would be true in
the case of CIthin plate at a srmdl angle of attack. The
substitution is stilI admissible irt the calculation of lift when
the thickness is not negligible, because the clifference between
the vdoc.itics on the upper ancl lower surfaces at any position
and not the magnitude of each increment determines the
lift at that point.

Thus, let AVU and AV1 represent for agy point the local
velocity incitements on the upper and the lower surfaces clue

to the plate or to the vortices that we cqvil-nknt. to it; let
UUand ULbe the magnituc~e of their cornponc!nts in thcI direc-
tion of the free-stream velocity V; lcL UUand &*lbc the cwlnpo -
nents norma I to V in the plane of tllc \Ying; and Itt wu atld
wj be the components ~ormal to the wing. Then tl)e
pressure on the surfaces would be, if p is the air density,

If second-order effects are neglected, tl~is expression rcduccs
to

p.=: p(l”~+2T’uJ

SimilarIy,

p,=; p(T’’+21’7f J

The resulting lift pm unit area is then the d ifl(’rcnc:c iu
pressure, or

AP=+ P(21’)(zf.–uJ (1)

The derivation of the ecluivalent vcwkx patkll follows
directJy from eqoation (1). If d,~ reprcscnk the elclnc~lt
of circulation mound X small length d.s, parallel to V! over
which the velocities u,, and u ~ may be considered eons( a~kt,
the fokwing reltition holds:

fltr=(u.-uj)fk.. (2)

from which equation (I) may be rewritten

(3)

Thus, the lift at every point is proportioned to ~, or tho

cross-stream component of the voriicity. Consider now fi
narrow strip of v:arying width just behind the lwding dge
of the vortex sheet: such tha~ JAp ds is cons[ant alo~lg the
strip. SucJI a strip would represent a vortex clement of
streng~h JAp ds. A second vortex elcmeni couhl lJe cldkl

in the same way to Iie just behind tile first. From cqun-
tion (3), however,

1

J
Ap ds = ~jr’ (4)

Equation (4) cleflnes the function I’ for any point OILtllc
lifting surface as the total circwktion ahead of the poillt.1
Thus, the bounck-ics of the vortex clement me lines of cqurd r.

~The function r k numerically equal to the difference in velocity potentfal hetwcon tho
a.+. Mlsurfaces, for, at any point, U.-m and Uj=z, where&and +1are tlm potmt ial funet[ont

over th~ upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil, respect ivety. I’rouI eluation (2),

w a+ a+,—.—. —at cw at
or

r=$.–+l
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If the vortex elements are reduced in size and increased in
number to form a continuous vortex sheet., their pattern is
indicated, as in figure 2, by the contour hues of the function 17.
In order to satisfy the Kutta condition that there be no
pressure difference across the trailing edge, these Iines must
leave the wing pm-allel to the stream velocity, as sho-im
by equation (3). They then follow the streamlines dew-n
the Mie. The drawing of these contour lines from the in-
tegral of the pressure distributio~ is the first step of the
procedure for fincIing the camber and the twist of the Iiftiug
surface.

DETERMINATION OF THE INDUCED YERTICAL F’ELOC1~IES

The induced verticaI -reIocity at. ariy point of the plane is
obtained by integrating the Biot.-Savart equation o-rer the
entire ~ortex pattern just cIescribed. The resulting clouble
integration is reducecl to a singIe integ~al by a relatively
simpIe graphicaI procedure if a sptem of polar coorcbnates
ha~ring its origin at. the point is empIoyed.

Iiet it be required to find the don-n-wash w at a point P of
the vortex pattern just describecl. ~onsider a small sector
of the pkme incIuded between two radii horn P, the angle
between the radii being d+ (fig. 3). At an-y distance r from P,

~= T------

\

Cfr ‘-—

/“”T

\

FIGmE 3.—Dia.~ for deriv~tion of dowmwash formufa du! = -& ~ dr d+.

the radii -irilI cut off a smalI length dl of a certain -rortex
e[ernent. If the-width of the element in the raciiaI direction

ar
is dr, the strength of the vortex element is ~ dr. Then,

by Biot-%vart’s rule, the downwash at P due to the sma.11
length of vortex fi be

(5) 1
where L7is the angle between the vortex eIement and the
radius. The length dl sin j3 is the projection of dl on the I

circumference of the circle of raclius r around P, so that
*

dl Sin fl=r d~
and

dw= –& $ dr dl (6)

The total clown-wash at P -WOUIC1be obtained by integrating
equation (6) o~er OSr~ m ancl through 360° of 1. Thus,

Js

. 2a_
w= –&$d$dr (7)

00

In order to e-rahlate the doubIe integraI of equation (7), the
reIatiou [Ziebniz’s rule)

J
~zar, d

J 2“r d+~ ~@=fi ~ (8)

is used to reduce the first integration to a graphical procedure.
The first step in evaluating w is to draw on the vortex pat-

tern circles of various raclii about P. .&round any one circle
(see fig. 4) the function I’ w-N take orI Talues incIicated by the

p/

t

#
FIGCBE4.—Vw:ation of ~ around circle, pIotkd ags-inst $ frmn intersections of the tick

with the contour Iines. Addftiomf points at 4=0 and at $=~are computed.

intersections of the circle with the contour lines of 17. If
these values of I’ are plotted agabst the angIe + — measured,
let us say, from the free-stream direction — graphical inte-

r2Z

gration will give - r d+ for each circle. It is somewhat
J IJ

more con-retient to plofi r against #/2~. Then the integr~l
w-ill be the average value of I’ around the circle, designated
in the usual way by

J
277

F= Id!O%rv
‘J3en P is a function of r. (See fig. 5.)

(9)

From equation (8),

(10)

(11)
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lUQCRE5.–Typi@curveforF (r). (Cur’re forpoint Poffig. 4.)

For the evaluation of equation (11), first plot ? against
~, as k Figure 5. The curve wiIl approach an asymptote,
which is readily found from the expression for the loacl

(iy
curve across the wake. Thus, when r is large, d+=~ and

equation (9) reduces to

(12)

.
where y is the spzmwise dimension and 13/2is the semispan
of the wing. If the area under the load curve across the
wake is A, then for very large values of r

(13)

The. plot of ~(r) should be carried out to a vcdue of r such

thab the curve approacl]es this asymptote within the

accwrwy of the work.

The load curve of figmw 5 is a typical one. The following
method has been found particularly suited to the determina-
tion of the downwash at the origin of such a curve. The
first section of the curve (designated by I), starting with
zero slope, is approximated up to the infection poin~, or to
a point r. somewhat aheacl of it, by an expression of the
form T=aO—a#-a4r4. AclditionaI terms might be used
but are generally not necessary. The down-wash due to a
curve of the general form

F=czo-a,,r” (72>1)

at T=O is given by

where r,4and r~ are the end values of r for the intervtd over
which the curve extend s._ The clownwash contributed by the
first section of Lhe load r’=ao-azr2-a4r4 is therefore

2
W(1) = a2ro+– a4r08

3
(14)

The “p&t. of the curve immediately foIlo\\’h~gr= r. l}m a
critical effect. on the value of the dowtlwtsh, at the safnc time
being usually too irregular to he approxinmtcd for any
distawe by a simple algebraic expression. It is therefore
advisabie to proceed as in numerical intcgratiml, dividir~g
the curve into a finite number of small sections and consi{lcr-
ing each section of the curve to htive a simpk mathematical
expression. Because the e[lectiveuess of the variation of
load depends on its closeness to the downw-ash point, the
intervals are taken in geometric- rath(v thfln arithmetic
progressicm., Thus, th~ abscissas are rO, &ro, Pro, , . . etc.,
w-here the ratio 1 is a number, usua IIy between 1 nnd 2,
determined by the size of the intvrvals rcc~uired for accurate
reprcsentat ion of the curve immwiiatcly fcdlmsing rO. ‘NIL?
usuaI procedure now would Iw to assume tk curve to be a
straight. line over each sma}l interva]; but ~vhrn the curvature
is largely in one direction, as it is in these cur~es, this msulnp-
tion introduces a smal~ but. cumulative? error, which Illfly

amount to 10 p(’rcent or mor~ in tllr total. The foIIowing
method, ~vhich fits the curve with a succession of INIralKJas,
is found to give very good arcumcy with no incr~’ww iu
computation. The method is best presented in tabukr
form:

Computation of w
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lD the following table are given the constants&, K,, and

k(kl–l)
for several co~venient values of k. Since the choice

of k k not criticaI, the values included shotilcl serve with-
out interpolation.

1.02 0. O1OW o. O1OCO
1.05 .oz.im .02.323
1.07 .03667 .03340
1.10 ;lJj3~5 .0+593
1.15 .imz! .W.W7
1.20 .Llz .CSS41
1.25 .1446 .1074
1.30 .1780 .~.5,j
L 50 .3244 .E9L

49.02 ‘
19.04
13.35
% 091
5.:97
L m
3.m
z m
L 333

The vaIue of the ratio & that will give stieiently smaII
increments of r where the sIope is l~ge VW probabIy be
founcl to be smalIer than necessary after the cun-e has become
more regular and the distance from the origin Iarger. The

computations may be interrupted here and the cIow-nwash
u,(lIj contributed by the seco~d section msy be calculated.

Then, using the last abscissa r~, as a ne~ starting point and
a. larger value of k, compute in the same way the downwash
w(III) due to the remainder of the curve to a point where
the clifTerence between the” cume ancI its asymptote is
negligible.

For the portion of the curve extending to infinity (section
N of fig. 5), the previously determined asymptote is used
and the downwash found analytically. Thus, from a Iarge
vake R of r out to itinity,

from equation (1 O); and if d~/dr is found from equation (13),

A
W(IJ7) == (15)

The downwash at P is then the sum

It is interesting to note that the three-climensional problem
has been reduced to one of two-dimensional flow, as may be
seen by replacing ~ with its original expression (equation (9))
in equation (11), which may then be mitten

d
J

2“ r d+
o

Pm— J. dr
w(o) = Jo 4.;–0)

(16)

Equation (16) is recognized as the usual formula for the

induced normal velocity, with the load expressed in the

form of a definite integraI, and suggests that the first integra-

tion (except that the factor l/2T was introduced) was equiv-

alent to concentrating alI the vorticity around each circle

at a singIe point at. the distance r aIong a line of infinite
extension from P. The loaded line of figure 5 may be con-
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sidered, except for the factor l/2m, to be the equi_ralent. of the

origimd lifting surface in its effect a-t P.

EXAMPLES

The method w-ill be appLied to check the eUiptical dis-
tribution of lift conventionally assumed for an uncambmed
elliptical wing. Ttis distribution, arrived at by combining
the two-dimensional theories, does not take account of
sweepback or stagger of the Iifting ekments. In the ap-

plication of the present method, three cases of elliptical
chord distribution VW be investigated, two with a straight
50-percen&chord Iine, ancI one w-ith the 50-percent-chord
Iine s-wept back about 30°, the sections remaining paraIIeI
to the plane of symmetry. The calculation of the vertical
~elocities o-rer the sweptback w-ing w-N be carried out herein
in some cletail in order to illustrate the method. The down-
~a~h ~ be found at several points along the three-quarter-

chord line. The dow-rm-ash at the three-quarter-chord

point of a section is of particular interest because, from the

thin-wing-section theory (reference 6, p. 82), the. effective
angIe of attack of the section is given by the slope of the
camber line in the neighborhood of that point, if the camber
is appro.ximateIy circular.

SIT EPTBACK WLYG

For the chord-wise lift distribution, the t-wo-dimem%ional

flow- around a flat plate as given by the thin-wing-section

theory is assumed. This lift. distribution and the circtiation

function obtained by integrating it. are shown in fiewe 6. In

20
I
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FIGCEE 6.—Cbordti pressure dfitribution and circulation function —ed for figure 7

from the two-diiemsonal-flow theory for a Rat plate.
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bhis case the mathematical expression for the pressure cliffer-
mce is known and r can be found zmalytically. For con-
venience, the units have been so chosen that the maximum
wdue of r is 1.0. If, further, all lengths are expressed in
terms of the semispan (measured perpendicular to the plane
Sf SyI1lIIIC’try) &S the unit of length, the total circulation

:1’ at the trailing ecIge) is simply ~11—yz, where y is the clisttince

spanwise from the center line. The resulting contour lines

~f I’ appear, for the, sweptback wing, as in figure 7. The

points at which the downwash will be found are ako shown.

FIGURE 7,—C!ontour Iim?sof elllpticrdly distributed loztd over sweptback wiug and wake.
&spwtr&tiq6,

In order to fincl the downwash at point B, circles spacecl
~s shown in figure 8 are clrawn about this point and the
ralues of I’ indicated by the contour lines intercepted by
wch circle are plotted against the angular location ~ of the
Joints of intersection. Of the curves for r(+)corresponding to
:.he circles of figure 8, five. typicaI ones are shown in figure 9.
I’he curves designated for ?=0.067 and r=O.20 are
characteristic of circles cIose to the clownwash point; t.he

( )
/’=0.883 at which thecurve for r=O.216 includes a point —

IV

FIGURE&-Ck&?s ofintegration drswn on vortex pattern. The circles correspondhg tO
the curws of figure 9 are i(ientifled.

circle is tangen L to the leading dge of the wing; tlw circle
of radius 0.733 lies partly ahca[l of the wing, w]wre r-0,
partly on the wing, and partly in the wakr; the circle
of raclius 1.60 traverses the vortex pattern across the Jvrk
only.

The results of integrating these curves arc ploLkJ againsl

r in figure 10. Since the circulation across the \valccis ,/1 – Yz,

the integral ii is T/Z and the asymptote for the c.ur}c of ~(r)

is, from equation (13), 7=-&. The downwash is no}v calcu-

lated as follows:
It is found thnt the polynomial

?=0.8335–2.70rz –&57r4

fits the curve of F through r= O.20. Then the downwnsll con-
tributed by the section from O to 0.2 is, from equation (14)

w(I)= o.575

Section 11, ~vith k small, is taken tO incIufle both inflection

points (Lhme is a third infection point at 1.78, l-mt ik effCCL
is negligible). The following table shows the downwash com-
putations for this section tind for the succeeding one:

Sect Ion 11; k==1.07
,-

1 I
0.21XI

.21$
.229
.245

.262
.280

.300
.3J1

.344
.363

.3!33

-0.025

–,033
–.021

–.016
–.01.4

–,013
–.011

–.013
–.c@

–.010

Tots Is:
Ufr2)=o.wo

-0.125
-0. lfi~

-.09’2
-.070

–. 033
–. 030

–.033
-.013

–. 020
-.029

— I

-.329 -.357

Section III; k=l.20

I ! I
0.393 0.550

.472 .524 –0.026 –o.CcG

..566 .‘m –.027

.679 .453 -.(M! -.073

.815. .37Q –.071

.97$ .317
– (yJ –.m

1.173 .26?! –.oi9

1.m .219 -.OQ –,o&

1.790 153 –.00(3

2.02S :131
-,0L2 -.012

2.433 .108
–,o~3

! I L —.

Tot&Is: –. 274
u!(III)=o.2Ml

-o. O@

–. 131

–.Ml

-.0s5

–. 013

–.320

Section- TII extends to r=2.433, whcuw ~=0.10S nntl

~= O.103~ The downwash induced by the m.ymp~at e from

percent of the total due to the eu;’ve of ’~, and the 5-pemcnt
error in the orclirmte ma y therefore lm neglected. The total
dowmvash at B is then

w(l) +w(I1)+w(I1l) +w(I1~)=l.156
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FIGLZiE9.—T~iea1 eumes for the wxirAion of ~ around a eircIe. The H.UTMshown correspond to the circles iden.ti6ed in figure S.

l’he downwash at points A, (7, and D is found in the
same way. Figure 11 shows the cuves of ~ for these

points{ The asymptote ?=; is, of course, common to al-l

the curves for this wing.

1.0

The do-w-n-wash is plotted against the spanmise location of

the points in figure 12. ‘l?he quantities 17=az and h/2, hereto-

fore assumed to be unity, are included to make the result

nondimensional. This curve of the dom~wash or vertical

velocity at the three-quarter-chord line, since the slope of the

S43107—5+36
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FIGGRE 11.–Equivalent loaded lines for points A, C, and D cf the SWeptbackTVingOffigtIF.e7.

surface is w/ T7, is a measure of the amount of twist the wing

must have to sustain the assumed clistribution of lift. If the

wing were actually flat, which was the premise in deriving

the distribution from the two-dimensional theories, w WOUIC1

be equtd to 1.0 all over the surface, so that the devia-

tion of the curve from the Iine w= 1 inclicakes the amount

by which the two-dimensional theories are in error when

applied to three-dimensional flow. ‘I!he discontinuity in

vortic.ity a~ the center line gives rise to a discontinuity in the

downwash, which goes to infinity everywhere along the

center section. This result indicates that the assumed condi-

tion, in which the vortex lines bend to form an angle, cannot

exist in practice.

FIGURE12.-Verficd veiocity w at the tluwe-quarter-drord line of the sweptback wing with
dfstribu Lionof load calculated by t we-dimensional-flow 1heories.

UNSWEPT WINGS-ASPECT.RATIO EFFECT

The corresponding curve for the straight rHipt ieal wi~lg of

aspect ratio G is shown in figure 13. ln this CaSCJ t}le ~~olnl-

wash was computed also at points along tile quarter-rhord

line. The slope of the surface was found to k lCSS thtm tlIe

slope at the corresponding three-qllarkr-chord points. ‘me
positive camber thus indictited is vcr y smnll at. the ccmkr but
increases sharpIy near the tips.

The corresponding curves for tile ~ving of respect ratio 3
are shown in figure 14. Mthough the devialion from thu
Iifting-line-theory value is greater, on a p{~rcel~tage ~~=i~,
than in the case of aspect ratio 6, the agreement, with lifting-
line theory is still rather good. It may J.)econcIude{i that,
except near the tips, the two-dimensional theories m~~ Lo
considered generally adequik for straig}~t. w’ings.

I
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FIGURE13.—VerticaIveIority w at points on straight elliptical wing, aspect rotlo 0{~ with
distribution of loid ctdeu]ated by t\ro.dlm~nsJOnaI.~0f7 thoorfe$.
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FI.ZCRE14.—\-eJtieee veIocity m at paints on straight eIfiptiwJ wing, asset ratio of 3, with
distilbution of load ablated by two dimensional-tlow theories.

AN APPLICATION TO ‘THE REVERSE PROBLEM: THE LOAD
OVER A FLAT, SWEPTBACK WIXG

The results of the preceding calculations for the sweptback
wing (6g. 12) indicate that for a flat surface the vortex lines
over such a wing would actually be rounded off at the center
and the Ioad in that region thereby reduced below that of the
adjoining sections. It. is also apparent that the down-wash
induced over the tip regions -would have to be increased;
this wouId be accomplished by increasing the density of the
vort~~ lines (or Lift) toward the tips at the e-xpense of the Ml
farther inboard.

With these requirements in mind, a second appro-ximation
to the Iift distribution WRS assumed; and the dowm-ash at
points along the quar~er-chord and three-quarter-chord line
was found. This approximation pro~ed to be in error in
the opposite direction; that is, the do-mm-ash now increased
from center to tip. A alight modification of this second
distribution made the resuhing downwash variation linear
along the span with, however, a smalIer slope than given by
the tsm-&mensionaI distribution. Yalues of w for the quarter-
chord points felI along a line paraIIeI to that for the
three-quarter chord and appro-ximately 8 percent- beIow iit,
indicating a smalI amount of camber.

It was assumed that interpolation between the second
distribution, as modified, and the first (twodimensionaI)
appro.simation, at the same angle of attack, would be a
f~irly accurate soIution to the problem. The curves pre-
sented are the result of this interpolation.

Figure 15 shows the final cont@ration of vortices for the
flat sweptback viing. The concentration of Iift in any
regio D is proportional to the density of the lines. The entire
pattern is independent of angIe of attack, except as the basic
theory breaks down at large angles of attack.

In figure 16 is shown tbe span Ioading. The calculated
Ioad is compared with the elliptic load, which has been found
to be fairly accurate for the straight wing at an aspect ratio

of 6. The induced camber noted in figure 13 for this case
is approximately the same, on the average, as remained in
the sweptback -wing after the Iast adjustment, so that the
wings may be considered comparable.

When the two wings are at the same angIe of attack,
measured by the sIope of the surface at. the three-quarter-
chord line, the area under the lift curve for the sweptback
wing is 86 percent. of that under the ellipse, indicating a Ioss
due to sweepback of 14 percent of the total lift. The effect
of sweepback on the spantise variation of lift is indicated
by the curve for the straight elliptic wing supporting the
same total lift. The effects of sweepback are seen” in the
higher concentration of Ioad at the wing tips ancl the depres-
sion in the Ioad curve near the center.

USE OF THE METHOD AT WING TIPS

lt. is expected that. the method outlined herein will be
especially useful in investigating the nature of the flow near
the wing tip, where two-dimensional approximations no
longer can be appIied. The more accurate three-&rnensionaI
treatments a-railabIe are ako unsuitable for tkis purpose
because the calculations fail to converge at. the tips. The

FIGCTLE15.—Distribution of vorticity or cfmufation over Bat elliptid wing, aspe~ ratio of &
swept back W“.
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efferts of 30” sweepback.
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method of calcul~tion described in this paper presents no

1

c.hordwise gradient could be specified. Thus, if. appears Mc(4Y
particular difficulty in these regions. As a test of the ac- that an optimum tip for low drag could hp deduced.
&racy obtainable, the induced downwash was computed at

LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERoNAumc.4L L.4BoR.~ToRY,
a point near the edge of a circuIar pIate in nodifting poten-

~TATIONAL ADVISORY ~03fIfITTEE FOR AERIJN.4U’rICS,
tiaI and flow was found to check almost exactly with the
known solution.

NTevertheIess, results obtained for the tips have qua Iit.athw
rather than quantitative vaIue (except for low angles of I.
attack), The vaIidity of the theory is actually limited by the
existence of strong tip vortices, which may cause the vortex 2“
sheet to curl up out of the plane in which it is assumed to lie. ~
ON the other hand, the high concentration of vorticity as- -
sociated with this effect adds appreciably to the drag of the 4.
wiug, so ilhat even a general inclination of such a concentra-
tion of load at the tips is of value. It :boulcl be possible to 5’
design, by the use of the preseni method, a wing tip that
WOUIC1avoid this effect by providing a fairIy gradual tapering &
off of the loacl spanwise. At the same time, a favorable

~A.NGLEY FIELD, Y.4., May 16, 19#?.
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